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ABSTRACT 
The Bezoutian B of two polynomial matrices can be described as a solution of a 
linear matrix equation. This fact yields a new proof of the Barnett factorization of B. 
Let F(,-)==“Z-(A,_,z’-‘+ ... +A,z+Ao)~Ckxk[~] and G(Z)= 
E;.=OGr~r E C “I x”‘[ Z] be two polynomial matrices. The Bezoutian B = 




i, j = 0 
~[F(~)~G(Y)-F(~)OG(N)I. 
The first author has shown in [4] that the Bezoutian of two scalar 
polynomials satisfies a linear matrix equation. We will first extend this result 
to polynomial matrices. 
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Our notation will be the following. We associate with F the block 
companion matrices C, and C: 
c := CFc3Z,,,, C, := 





0 z 0 
0 0 z . . . . . . 
0 0 0 
A0 Al A2 
. . . 0 
. . . 0 
. . . i 





S := N@ I,,,, . 
p(x)=(l,r,x2 ,..., x”~‘)’ and P(x)=p(x)@Z,,,,. 
With this notation we have 
7-l 
pT( X)BP( y> = C qjdyj. 
i,j=O 
Let e;:‘=(l,O ,..., 0) ,..., q?,=(O ,..., 0,l)betheunit s-vectorsand 
ET == e,?@ZI,. 
For d(x, y) = Cj,;lodijxiyj E Gaxb[x, y] and r E tV we put 
Q -$j = ‘i’ dijxi-ryj. 
izr,j=O 
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Note that 
LEMMA 1. The matrix B = Bez( F, G) satisfies the equation 
where C:, is given by 





Proof. We focus on 
M(r, y) := P’( y)( B - SBC)P(x). 
It is not difficult to verify that P?‘(y)S = ym’[PT(y)- P“(O)] and Q(X)= 
xP(x)- e,_,@F(x)@Z,,,. Hence 
Obviously P’(O)BP(x) = r-‘[F(r)@G(O) - F(O)@G(x)]. Taking (1) into 
account, we get 
P?‘( y)B(e,T_,@ZI,,,,) = flxpSilPT( y)BP(x) 
= r[I~-(i - t) pl[F(~)@G(y)- F(y)@G(x)l 
= Z@G( y) - F( y)@G, 
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[P’(Y) - PT(0)l ~[es-,W+%,l 
= {I@ [G(Y) -G(O)] - [F(Y) - F(O)] @G, > [Fbb%,l 
=F(~@[G(Y)-G(O)I - [F(Y)-F(O)~F~)@G. 
Therefore 
M(~,~)=Y--‘{[F(Y)-F(O)~~ZI,,,}{Z,~G(~)-F(~)~~,} 
/ - A,@Z,,, \ 
= P?‘(y) : (C”,...,~:,_,)P(X) 
- As-l@‘,,, 
\ Z km i 
with c, given by (3). n 
The preceding lemma leads to the Bamett factorization of B. We define 
G(C,):= c C;.@G,. 
i=O 
THEOREM [l]. The BBzoutian B = Bez( F, G) can he written as 
Z? = TG(C,), 
where T := TF@ZIn, and 
T,.. := 
-A, -A, . . -A,y_, Z 
- A‘2 Z 
-A,_, 
Z 
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W:=(C,,..., C,_,)= c epcj 
j=O 
s-1 s ~ 1 
= c El‘@Gi+ c A,.E:‘@G,,. 
j=O j=O 






(E;@cj + AjE;@G,)Ci = EaCL.+i@Gj + AjETC{“@G, 
and (4) yields 
= ( E;c;@z,,,)(c$BG~!+ [ Aj( E~‘t)‘~] @G,, 
i 
u-1 v-1 
= j~oic$3~j)+ C (z,BA~)c$~G,. (5) 
j = 0 
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Form a block Cayley-Hamilton theorem, 
s -~ 1 
C;r- c (Z,$QA,)C;.=O, 
j = 0 
we obtain E”;=,Cd@Gj for (5). n 
In [2] a generalized Bkzoutian is defined for strictly proper rational 
matrices. In the case where F and G are of the same size, that generalized 
Bkzoutian does not coincide with Bez( F, G). A different proof of the Barnett 
factorization of B(F, G) can be found in [3]. 
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